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Abstract 
This paper presents the large-scale parameters of narrowband multipath channel propagation of corridor environments for the 

fifth generation (5G) communications system. The measurements were conducted on narrow, wide and open corridor structure in 

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) Kuala Lumpur campus,  Malaysia.  Measurements campaign  are conducted at 6.5 GHz 

and 10.2 GHz , and  path loss exponents (PLEs) and shadow fading  are extracted using linear-least-square regression fitting 

from measured received-signal-strength (RSS) . Furthermore,   the results measurements campaign is modeled using well-known   

close-in reference distance (CI) and floating-intercept (FI) models.  The result found in this work discovered the breakpoint 

distances (bps) of radio propagation are seen varies differently at those corridors for diverse frequencies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the demand for the high capacity and data rate are 

dramatically increasing, corresponding to the smartphones 

and communication devices advancement [1].  It is expected 

that mobile and wireless traffic volume will increase a 

thousand-fold over the next decade which will be driven by 

the expected billions of connected devices by 2020 and all 

need to access and share data, anywhere and anytime [2]–

[4]. 

 

With the rapidly increasing number of connected devices, 

the challenges appear as corresponding to  provide better 

user experience.  As the current technology is severely 

causing to bandwidth shrunk and  unable to  cope the future 

mobile traffic, the routes to future generation 5G will be 

taken to fulfill the requirements [5]. 

 

The key to achieving high capacity of the 5G 

communications system, the technology has to move to the 

higher frequency band, specifically at centimeter-wave (cm-

Wave) and millimeter-wave (mm-Wave), where the 

availability of bandwidth in the frequency bands. ITU-R has 

revealed the attention is drawing for potential frequency 

range for  5G  communications, between 6 GHz to 100 GHz 

in  WRC’15 for IMT-2020 [6]–[10]. As the existing channel 

characterization and modeling  are evaluated for below 6 

GHz [11],  the application of the new spectrum bands 

requires specific characterization of network access. 

 

There are existing and ongoing works characterizing 5G 

channel on  cm-Wave and mm-Wave. For the case of 

corridors, the work in [12] presented the path loss (PL) 

models at 915  MHz  and 2.4 GHz, on the narrow, and wide 

corridor. The similar work conducted at 900 MHz and 2.44 

GHz studied the corridor reflection and diffraction 

mechanism. Moreover, the diffraction effects on the corridor 

were investigated in [13] by using MIMO antenna array. 

 

A handful of corridor channel characterization was 

conducted at cm-Wave. As far as author’s concern, channel 

characterization once conducted at 15 GHz as presented in 

[14].  Due to the similar dimensional structure to the 

corridor, the range of studies was conducted to measure PL 

for line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) in 

underground tunnel and mine environments [15][16][17]. 

 

To the author’s best knowledge, there is none work 

literature studied the PL  model on the different structure of 

corridor, particularly at 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz.  In this 

paper, the measurement-based channel  propagation was 

conducted to evaluate and model PL and shadow fading, for 

a 5G communication system. Three types of corridors were 

measured, open structure outdoor corridor, narrow structure 

indoor corridor, and wide structure tunnel corridor. 

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Measurement description and scenario are described in 

Section II and the PL  models are presented in Section III. In 

Section IV, the numerical result and discussion are drawn, 

before the conclusion of the paper in Section V. 

 

2. MEASUREMENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Equipment Setup 

Narrow-band  measurement campaigns  were conducted at 

28 GHz for a range  of 40 m to 100 m transmitter-to-

receiver (T-R) separation distance . At the TX side, the 

continuous-wave ( CW) of 9 dBm unmodulated radio signal 
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were generated by Anritsu MG369xC Signal Generator and 

delivered to pyramidal horn antenna  of 12 dBi   antenna 

gain for 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz respectively. The TX 

antenna was mounted on a 2 m height above the floor on a 

wooden tripod.   At the RX side, the omni-directional 

antenna of  3 dBi antenna gain was mounted on the wooden 

tripod at 1.5 m height above the floor, and RSS  was 

recorded using Anritsu MS2720T handheld spectrum 

analyzer (see Fig.1). 

 

. 

 
Fig 1: Measurement setup for channel characterization at  

6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz 

 

2.2 Environment and Measurement Procedure 

Open Corridor 

The open corridor located outdoor, without wall enfold. The 

open corridor is constructed from metal zinc ceiling and 

covered by porcelain tile floor. Apart of that, the corridor is 

implanted with the permanent metal pole at every 1.5 m  , as 

depicted in Figure. The dimension of the open corridor is 

3.5 m height, 2.5 m width, and  100 m length. 

 

Wide Corridor 

The wide corridor is a  tunnel-like corridor, constructed of 

30 m reinforced concrete walls and ceiling, while the 

corridor floor is covered by cement tile. The dimension of 

the wide corridor is 2.5 m height, 3.6 m width, and 60 m 

length. Furthermore, the corridor is built with openings 

structure particularly at 13 m (0.3 m width), 14 m (1 m 

width) and 15 m (1 m width) of the corridor. 

 

Narrow Corridor 

For narrow corridor, the corridor is located at 4th floor of 

Malaysia-Japan International Institute of Technology in 

UTM-Kuala Lumpur campus.  The wall is enclosed by 

reinforced concrete wall, of 23 cm thickness, the ceiling is 

made of asbestos, and the floor is covered by porcelain tile. 

The dimension of the narrow corridor is  3.5 m height , 1.5 

widths, and 40 lengths . The corridor structure as depicted in 

Figure 2 (a) to (c). 

For this measurement campaigns , TX was kept stationary  

at one  end of the corridor, while RX is a move for each 1 m 

adjacent away toward the end of another corridor side , to 

capture  RSS  at every 1 m  distance. The repeated 

measurements are performed to obtain a precise value of 

RSS. The average of RSS was then used to compute the PL 

and shadow fading , and hence the PLEs are further 

extracted. To verify the measured results, the measurements 

campaign were conducted repeated, where the TX and RX 

are aligned to each other boresight.  Moreover, the 

measurements campaign were conducted during the off-

hour, to avoid human induce and movement interference. 

 

 
Fig 2: The construction of (a) narrow corridor, (b) wide 

corridor and (c) open corridor. 

 

3. 6.5 GHZ AND 10.2 GHZ PATH LOSS MODELS 

FOR CORRIDORS 

The CI path loss model is presented as statistical path loss 

model of a single frequency, which is derived from the 

measurement dataset and as is shown as follow: 

 

  CI

d

CI

d

d
nPLdBPL 











0

10log10
0

           (1) 

 

where 0dPL
is the free-space reference distance at 0d

=1 m, 

d is the distance of 3-D TX-RX separation, n is the path loss 

exponent parameter that derived from least-square error 

approach which fits the measurement data, and 𝑋𝜎𝐶𝐼 is a 

zero-mean Gaussian random variable with standard 

deviation σ in decibels. 

 

Another path loss model is called the floating-intercept (FI) 

path loss model which used in the WINNER II and 3GPP 

standards [18][19]. It is based on the floating-intercept ( ) 

and line slope (


) to provide the best minimum error fit of 

collected path losses as follows: 
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    FIFI ddBPL   10log10
              (2) 

 

Where 
FI
 is a zero mean Gaussian (in dB) shadow fading 

random variable, which describes large-scale signal 

fluctuations about the mean PL over distance. 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The following Figure 3 to Figure 8 provide the measured 

and models parameterization of PL and shadow fading 

obtained for three differently dimensional corridors at 28 

GHz. 

 

4.1 Measurement Results 

The range of measured PL is observed lowest for the narrow 

corridor from 35 dB to 75 dB, compared to 40 dB to 90 dB 

and 45 dB to 100 dB for wide and open corridor at 6.5 GHz 

and 10.2 GHz. respectively. The variation of  PL lowest at 

narrow corridor due to the higher constructive multipath 

reflection of embedded environment. For wide corridor, the 

multipath reflection is lowest and cause to deconstructive 

fading due to opening sections of the corridor. On the other 

hand, the PL is severe in the open corridor, as low multipath 

reflection occurs within the semi-embedded area as such. 

 

Moreover, the result of linear fitting show 1.33, 1.66 and 

1.92 PLEs are computed   for narrow, wide and open 

corridors respectively.  The high PL at open corridor shows 

nearly to free-space PLE as worst radio wave reflection exist 

in open corridor. Otherwise, the thinner and enclosed 

structure environments improve the radio frequency (RF) 

transmission as indicated by PLE of narrow and wide 

corridors.  The lower than free-space (PLE is 2)  in the 

corridors,  attributes to the waveguide phenomenon within 

the corridors 

 

The correctional factor (Fc) for three corridors is observed, 

indicates high Fc is seen for narrow corridor approximately 

20 dB and 15 dB at 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz. On the other 

hand, 5 dB and 8 dB Fc is perceived for the wide corridor,  

while 6 dB and 5 dB for open corridor at 6.5 GHz and 10.2 

GHz respectively. We agree the Fc represent a considerable 

range of multipath reflection constructively or destructively 

attenuates the RF on LOS straight corridor environment. 

 

For the case of shadow fading, it can be observed that 

shadow fading is not only relatively dependent on 

environments but also frequency. 6.5 GHz indicate the range 

of shadow fading from 5 dB to 8 dB, while slightly higher 

multipath fading observed at 10.2 GHz of 6.3 dB to 9 dB for 

all corridors respectively. 

 

The propagation mechanism in this work involved a 

different range of dbp, at different corridors and frequencies. 

As the longer distance of dbp is seen on narrow corridor of 

32 m and 25 m for 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz. For the case of 

wide and open corridor,  dbps are seen 29 m to  25 m, and 

25 m to 22 m for 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz respectively.  

These results associate two-fold of finding, first,   the 

narrower environments able to extend the RF propagation 

longer than wider or open environments and second is the 

dbp is can be evaluated for less than 1 km transmission 

distance for higher frequency bands (in this work maximum 

transmission distance is 100 m). 

 

Narrow Corridor 

 
Fig 3: Path loss models for narrow corridor at 6.5 GHz , dbp 

= 32 m, Fc =20 dB 

 

 
Fig 4: Path loss models for narrow corridor at 10.2 GHz , 

dbp = 25 m, Fc =15 dB 
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Wide Corridor 

 
Fig 5: Path loss models for wide corridor at 6.5 GHz , dbp = 

29 m, Fc =5 dB 

 

 
Fig 6: Path loss models for wide corridor at 10.2 GHz , dbp 

= 25 m, Fc =8 dB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open Corridor 

 
Fig 7: Path loss models for open corridor at 6.5 GHz , dbp = 

25 m, Fc = 6  dB 

 

 
Fig 8: Path loss models for open corridor at 10.2 GHz , dbp 

= 22 m, Fc = 5 dB 

 

4.2 Path Loss Models Analysis 

Table 1 provides the path loss parameters for CI and FI 

respectively. The path loss and shadow fading  models are 

presented in term of frequency-dependent  to describe 

channel characterization at 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz. 

 

PLEs shown on CI model are nearly similar to linear fitting 

on the measured PL , range between 1.26 to 1.90. The lower 

than 2  PLEs indicate the great waveguide occur of the 

environments, succinctly happen at the narrow corridor. On 

the other hand, high PLEs at open corridor indicate 

degrading of a channel waveguide and higher RF 

attenuation. It is noted that the shadow fading for   all 

corridors range between 4 dB to 8 dB and seen smallest at 
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the narrow corridor. The shadowing value is typical for 

indoor or closed environments. 

 

In FI models, α is seen low from the measured linear fitting, 

range between 36.04 dB to 44.91 dB. Equally to β, the 

values observed are widely varied compared to measured 

PLEs. This is a consequence of no physical basis estimation 

approach of FI model, compared to CI model. For shadow 

fading , FI estimate slightly low shadowing compared to CI 

models. 

 

Table- 1: Path loss models parameters for open, wide and narrow corridors at 6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz 

CI   Path loss models parameters 

Freq (GHz) Corridor PLdo (dB) PLE Shadow fading  

(dB) 

6.5 Narrow 48.7 1.26 4.69 

Wide 48.7 1.29 7.67 

Open 48.7 1.84 5.6 

10.2 Narrow 52.62 1.66 5.8 

Wide 52.62 1.90 6.96 

Open 52.62 1.72 7.32 

 

FI   Path loss models parameters 

Freq (GHz) Corridor α  (dB) β Shadow fading  

(dB) 

6.5 Narrow 36.04 1.82 6.36 

Wide 40.6 0.77 0.69 

Open 42.01 0.81 2.89 

10.2 Narrow 40.1 2.31 8.4 

Wide 40.2 1.44 4.54 

Open 44.91 0.89 3.68 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents narrowband channel characterization at 

6.5 GHz and 10.2 GHz. Three differently dimension 

corridors are a measured, narrow, wide and open corridor. 

The channel characterization is modeled using well-known 

path loss model, CI and FI models, where the path loss 

exponent and shadow fading  are extracted from measured 

PL. Beside path loss and shadow fading  parameters, the dbp 

and Fc are also evaluated. These channel measurements and 

modeling result will benefit to 5G channel model, especially 

to estimate the signal coverage and RF transmission for 

corridors. 
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